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Carbide burs, router bits and bi-metal hole saws
General information

PFERD carbide burs are manufactured in 
compliance with the highest quality standards. 
The broad product range offers the best bur 
solution for every application. Outstanding 
quality, long service life and excellent stock 
removal performance allow for economical work 
with diverse materials, delivering excellent results. 
PFERD quality is certified according to ISO 9001.

Technical customer support
Our sales consultants, customer service and 
technical support agents will be glad to assist 
you by phone or on-site to optimize your bur 
applications. Please contact us: 
Canada Phone: (905) 501-1555 
Toll-Free: (866) 245-1555 
USA Phone: (262) 255-3200 
Toll-Free: (800) 342-9015 
You will find our worldwide contact information 
at www.pferd.com.

Special products made to order
If our extensive stock range does not present the 
ideal solution for your particular application, we can 
produce burs specifically to meet your requirements.

We will take into account your machining tasks 
and requirements, drawings relating to cuts, 
shank diameters, special lengths, special shapes 
and coatings. Please contact us as listed above.

Safety recommendations

= Wear eye protection!

= Use ear protection!

=

Read the instructions!  
(Please observe the recommended 
RPM, in particular for burs with  
long shanks!)

SDS = Read the Safety Data Sheets (SDS) 
before using any materials!

Use of burs on  
automated equipment
Carbide burs from PFERD can be used on 
automated equipment such as robotics and 
CNC machine centres. Our technical sales force 
can assist you in selecting the best bur for your 
application. We will work with you to optimize 
the parameters of your machining equipment 
to achieve desired surface finish, product 
performance and cost efficiency.

PFERD product packaging
All PFERD burs are easily identified by laser-
imprinted EDP number, SCTI number and cut 
information on the shank. Each bur is packed 
individually in a sturdy reliable plastic box that 
protects the quality of the cutting edges. The 
packaging unit contains technical information, 
the EDP number and the production lot number. 
Enhanced labeling technology ensures that the 
imprinted label information will remain readable 
permanently.

Advantages
Easy identification of bur
Bur cutting edges are protected
Package protects against impact
Keeps bur protected from contaminants
Package and label are abrasion, oil and dirt 
resistant

PFERDMEDIA

For more information, 
please visit pferdusa.com/
carbideburs

PFERDVALUE® – Your added value with PFERD
Results from the PFERD test laboratories as well as from the product tests by independent testing 
institutes prove: PFERD products offer measurable added value.

Discover PFERDERGONOMICS® and PFERDEFFICIENCY®

As part of PFERDERGONOMICS®, PFERD offers 
ergonomically optimized products and power 
tools that contribute to greater safety and 
working comfort, and thus to health protection.

      

As part of PFERDEFFICIENCY®, PFERD offers 
innovative, high-performance solutions and 
power tools with outstanding added value. 

      

PFERDMEDIA

For more information, a complete brochure is available.  
Please visit pferdusa.com/pferdvalue to request  
a free copy or to download a pdf version.
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Carbide burs, router bits and bi-metal hole saws
Your quick product selection guide

Application Workpiece material/colour code Characteristics High-performance line – bur cuts Page Universal line – bur cuts Page

Deburring, chamfering,
milling out for the preparation
of build-up welding,
machining of welded joints,
machining of contours,
cleaning cast material

Steel,
cast steel

Non-hardened, non heat-treated 
steels up to 1,200 N/mm2 (< 38 HRC)

Construction steels, carbon steels, tool steels,
non-alloyed steels, case-hardened steels,
cast steel

Coarse stock removal
STEEL cut 8-11

Double cut

46-58

HICOAT® HC-FEP 36-37

Fine stock removal MICRO cut 31-34 Single cut

Hardened, heat-treated steels
over 1,200 N/mm2 (> 38 HRC)

Tool steels, tempering steels, alloyed steels,
cast steel

Coarse stock removal
STEEL cut 8-11

Double cut
HICOAT® HC-FEP 36-37

Fine stock removal MICRO cut 31-34 -

Stainless steel (INOX) Rust- and acid-resistant steels Austenitic and
ferritic stainless steels

Coarse stock removal INOX cut 12-16 Diamond cut
46-59

Fine stock removal MICRO cut 31-34 -

Non-ferrous metals

Soft non-ferrous metals,
non-ferrous metals

Aluminum

Coarse stock removal
HICOAT® HC-NFE 39-40

-

46-59

ALU/NF cut 17-21

Fine stock removal
HICOAT® HC-NFE 39-40

-
ALU/NF cut 17-21

Brass, copper, zinc
Coarse stock removal ALU/NF cut 17-21 -

Fine stock removal ALU/NF cut 17-21 Single cut

Hard non-ferrous metals

Aluminum alloys, brass, copper, zinc

Coarse stock removal
HICOAT® HC-NFE 39-40

-
ALU/NF cut 17-21

Fine stock removal
HICOAT® HC-NFE 39-40

-
ALU/NF cut 17-21

Bronze, titanium/titanium alloys
hard aluminum alloys (high Si content)

Coarse stock removal ALU/NF cut 17-21 Single cut
Diamond cut

Fine stock removal ALU/NF cut 17-21 Single cut

High-temperature-resistant
materials

Nickel-based and cobalt-based alloys,
(engine and turbine construction)

Coarse stock removal HICOAT® HC-HT 38 Diamond cut

Fine stock removal MICRO cut 31-34 -

Cast iron Grey cast iron,
white cast iron

Cast iron with flake graphite, with nodular 
graphite/nodular cast iron, white annealed 
cast iron, black cast iron

Coarse stock removal CAST cut 22-25 Double cut
46-58

Fine stock removal MICRO cut 31-34 Single cut

Milling out,
machining of contours

Plastics,
other materials

Fibre-reinforced plastics (GRP/CRP) fibre content ≤ 40%,
fibre-reinforced plastics (GRP/CRP) fibre content > 40%,
thermoplastics

Coarse stock removal
ALU/NF cut 17-21

-

-
HICOAT® HC-NFE 39-40

Trimming,
contour milling,
cutting out holes

Fine stock removal ALU/NF cut 17-21 -

Coarse stock removal PLAST cut 61-62 -

Hard-to-reach places

High-performance application Page

Carbide burs 
with long shank

28-30, 
48-57

Universal application Page

Spindle  
extensions 60

Broken teeth

High-performance application Page

Carbide burs, 
TOUGH cut 27-30

Chamfering, bevelling or radiusing edges

High-performance application Page

Carbide burs, 
EDGE cut 43-44

Universal application Page

Carbide bur 
shape K,  
shape N

44-45

Special applications
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Carbide burs, router bits and bi-metal hole saws
Your quick product selection guide

Application Workpiece material/colour code Characteristics High-performance line – bur cuts Page Universal line – bur cuts Page

Deburring, chamfering,
milling out for the preparation
of build-up welding,
machining of welded joints,
machining of contours,
cleaning cast material

Steel,
cast steel

Non-hardened, non heat-treated 
steels up to 1,200 N/mm2 (< 38 HRC)

Construction steels, carbon steels, tool steels,
non-alloyed steels, case-hardened steels,
cast steel

Coarse stock removal
STEEL cut 8-11

Double cut

46-58

HICOAT® HC-FEP 36-37

Fine stock removal MICRO cut 31-34 Single cut

Hardened, heat-treated steels
over 1,200 N/mm2 (> 38 HRC)

Tool steels, tempering steels, alloyed steels,
cast steel

Coarse stock removal
STEEL cut 8-11

Double cut
HICOAT® HC-FEP 36-37

Fine stock removal MICRO cut 31-34 -

Stainless steel (INOX) Rust- and acid-resistant steels Austenitic and
ferritic stainless steels

Coarse stock removal INOX cut 12-16 Diamond cut
46-59

Fine stock removal MICRO cut 31-34 -

Non-ferrous metals

Soft non-ferrous metals,
non-ferrous metals

Aluminum

Coarse stock removal
HICOAT® HC-NFE 39-40

-

46-59

ALU/NF cut 17-21

Fine stock removal
HICOAT® HC-NFE 39-40

-
ALU/NF cut 17-21

Brass, copper, zinc
Coarse stock removal ALU/NF cut 17-21 -

Fine stock removal ALU/NF cut 17-21 Single cut

Hard non-ferrous metals

Aluminum alloys, brass, copper, zinc

Coarse stock removal
HICOAT® HC-NFE 39-40

-
ALU/NF cut 17-21

Fine stock removal
HICOAT® HC-NFE 39-40

-
ALU/NF cut 17-21

Bronze, titanium/titanium alloys
hard aluminum alloys (high Si content)

Coarse stock removal ALU/NF cut 17-21 Single cut
Diamond cut

Fine stock removal ALU/NF cut 17-21 Single cut

High-temperature-resistant
materials

Nickel-based and cobalt-based alloys,
(engine and turbine construction)

Coarse stock removal HICOAT® HC-HT 38 Diamond cut

Fine stock removal MICRO cut 31-34 -

Cast iron Grey cast iron,
white cast iron

Cast iron with flake graphite, with nodular 
graphite/nodular cast iron, white annealed 
cast iron, black cast iron

Coarse stock removal CAST cut 22-25 Double cut
46-58

Fine stock removal MICRO cut 31-34 Single cut

Milling out,
machining of contours

Plastics,
other materials

Fibre-reinforced plastics (GRP/CRP) fibre content ≤ 40%,
fibre-reinforced plastics (GRP/CRP) fibre content > 40%,
thermoplastics

Coarse stock removal
ALU/NF cut 17-21

-

-
HICOAT® HC-NFE 39-40

Trimming,
contour milling,
cutting out holes

Fine stock removal ALU/NF cut 17-21 -

Coarse stock removal PLAST cut 61-62 -

Cutting out holes
Universal application Page

Bi-metal  
hole saws 63-64

Customer-specific carbide bur solutions
PFERD support

For applications with high impact loads and tooth 
chipping problems, our sales consultants, customer 
service and technical support agents will be glad to 
assist you by phone or on-site. 

Please contact us.  
Canada Phone: (905) 501-1555 
Toll-Free: (866) 245-1555 
USA Phone: (262) 255-3200 
Toll-Free: (800) 342-9015
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Carbide burs
PFERD-cuts and applications

High-performance line carbide bur cuts

STEEL cut Extremely high stock removal performance 
on steel and cast steel
Smooth milling
Reduced vibration and less noise

INOX cut Extremely high stock removal performance 
on all austenitic, rust- and acid-resistant 
steels, stainless steel (INOX)
Substantially reduced vibration and less 
noise
Prevents heat discolouration on workpiece 
due to the reduced heat generation

ALU/NF cut High stock removal performance on 
aluminum and aluminum alloys, light 
metals, non-ferrous metals and plastics
Smooth milling

NON-FERROUS cut* High stock removal performance on non-
ferrous metals, brass, copper, plastics and 
fibre-reinforced plastics
Universally usable

CAST cut Extremely high stock removal performance 
on cast iron
Smooth milling
Reduced vibration and less noise

EDGE cut Creates exact edge shapes – with either 
30°- or 45°-chamfering or a defined radius 
of 1/8” (3 mm)
Safe and comfortable to guide

TOUGH cut High stock removal performance on cast 
iron, steel < 55 HRC
High stock removal
Extreme impact resistance
Also suitable for use with high surface 
contact angles > 1/3 and under impact 
loads

TOUGH-S cut* High stock removal performance on cast 
iron, steel < 55 HRC
High stock removal. Similar to TOUGH 
cut, but with smoother milling and shorter 
chips
Extreme impact resistance
Also suitable for use with high surface 
contact angles >1/3 and under impact 
loads

MICRO cut Good stock removal on almost all 
materials < 68 HRC
High surface quality
Reduced vibration and less noise

Universal line carbide bur cuts

Coarse cut* Machining of light metals, non-ferrous 
metals, steel and cast iron
High stock removal

Universal line carbide bur cuts

Single cut Coarse machining of cast iron,  
steel < 60 HRC, stainless steel (INOX), 
nickel-based alloys and titanium alloys
High stock removal
Good surface

Double cut Similar to single cut, but with cross cut
Machining of cast iron, steel < 60 HRC, 
stainless steel (INOX), nickel-based alloys 
and titanium alloys
High stock removal

Diamond cut Machining of stainless steel (INOX),  
steel < 60 HRC and high-temperature-
resistant materials such as nickel-based 
and cobalt-based alloys
High stock removal with short chips
Good surface

Fine cut* Fine machining of cast iron,  
steel < 60 HRC, stainless steel (INOX) and 
high-temperature-resistant materials such 
as nickel-based and cobalt-based alloys
Good surface finish

Carbide router bits for plastics/composites

PLAST cut Trimming and contour milling of 
workpieces from less hard glass- and 
carbon-fibre-reinforced duroplastics (GRP 
and CRP ≤ 40% fibre content) and fibre-
reinforced thermoplastics
Minimized delamination and fraying 
through straight cut
Suitable for use on machines and on robots
Router bits with special tip designs for a 
wide range of tasks
Reduced vibration and less noise

FVK cut* Trimming and contour milling of 
workpieces from hard glass- and  
carbon-fibre-reinforced duroplastics  
(GRP and CRP > 40%)
Bits with end cut or with center drill tips 
allow combined drilling and cutting tasks

FVKS cut* Similar to FVK cut
Suitable for use on machines and on 
robots with high feed rates
Smooth milling
Bits with end cut or with center drill tips 
allow combined drilling and cutting tasks

HICOAT® coatings

In general, all PFERD tungsten carbide burs 
are also available with HICOAT® coatings
Improved anti-adhesion characteristics
Effective chip discharge
Lower thermal loads
Increased service life
Coating types
 - HC-FEP for iron and steel materials
 - HC-HT for high-temperature-resistant 
materials

 - HC-NFE for use on aluminum and non-
ferrous metals

* Note: Non-catalogue item. Please contact us for additional information and ordering requirements.
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Carbide burs
Application examples and recommendations

PFERD tungsten carbide burs are designed for 
machining materials of virtually any strength. 
They are manufactured in compliance with the 
highest quality standards.  

Advantages
Highest stock removal performance through 
optimum matching of tungsten carbide, 
geometry, cut and coating
Improved comfort with reduced operator 
fatigue due to innovative cuts for high-
performance applications
Very long service life and high stock removal 
rates due to application-oriented design
Reduced wear of the power tool due to 
impact-free work without chatter marks, 
thanks to the high concentricity

Application examples
Deburring
Contouring
Milling in preparation for build-up welding
Weld dressing
Milling of acute-angled surfaces
Inner contour work, i.e. peripheral and face 
milling
Chamfering, bevelling and radiusing edges

Recommendations for use
Optimum power output and RPM of the power 
source (air-powered or electric machine, flexible 
shaft system) are necessary conditions for cost-
effective use of carbide burs.

Use highest recommended speeds. Please 
observe our recommendations for operating/
cutting speed. 
For stationary use or when countersinking 
with 360° use of the bur, work in these 
instances at 3,000 RPM or less. 
Only use power tools with rigid clamping 
systems as impacts and chattering on the bur 
lead to premature wear. 
Always observe proper clamping depth. In 
general the minimum clamping depth is 2/3 
of the shaft length. 
For the cost-effective use of burs with a diameter 
> 1/4” a power output of 300 - 500 watts is 
required when used at higher cutting speeds. 
When using burs with coarse cuts (e.g. ALU/
NF cut), even higher power outputs of 500 - 
1,500 watts are advantageous. 
For low stock removal (deburring, chamfering, 
surface finishing), the rotational speed can be 
substantially increased up to 100% (exception: 
carbide burs with long shanks).
For materials which do not conduct heat 
well, such as stainless steel (INOX), titanium 
alloys, etc., follow the rotational speed 

recommendations in order not to damage the 
bur. Avoid making the bur’s shank turn blue.
The bur contact surface to the workpiece 
should not exceed more than 30% of the 
circumference. Failure to comply with this 
recommendation will result in rough milling 
behaviour and possibly in broken teeth. If this 
cannot be avoided, we recommend using 
TOUGH burs (see pages 26-30).
Burs with a HICOAT® coating are particularly 
well suited to work with very greasy materials. 
Alternatively, the use of a lubricant, such 
as cutting oil, grease, kerosene or similar, is 
recommended to prevent the cut from clogging 
up. See pages 35-40 for HICOAT® burs.
In general, burs are used counterrotationally 
or with a side to side motion. Pass the bur 
rapidly over the workpiece in the direction of 
rotation to achieve fine finishes.

Overview applications and shapes 

Cylindrical Cylindrical (end cut) Cylindrical (radius end) Ball

Shape A Shape B Shape C Shape D

Oval Tree (radius end) Tree (pointed end) Flame

Shape E Shape F Shape G Shape H

14° Taper Cone Cone 90° Inverted cone (plain & end cut)

  

Shape L Shape M Shape K Shape N

EDGE 45° EDGE 30° EDGE R-1/8” radius (3 mm)

KSK KSJ V
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